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a b s t r a c t
The termini of a pair of xylanases, one of mesophilic and one of thermophilic origin, was studied by
molecular dissection and systematic mutagenesis. The thermostability of the mesophilic xylanase SoxB
from Streptomyces olivaceovirdis was signiﬁcantly improved by substituting its 33 N-terminal amino acid
residues with the corresponding residues of the thermophilic xylanase TfxA from Thermomonospora fusca.
Five amino acid substitutions, which clustered in one of the regions of the N-terminus, were discovered,
for the ﬁrst time, to account for the majority of the improvement in thermostability of SoxB. Further systematic mutagenesis and analysis of the ﬁve mutations demonstrated that comprehensive synergism of
the ﬁve mutations was involved in conferring the thermostability on the SoxB. Moreover, when the ﬁve
thermostabilizing mutations were introduced into two other G/11 xylanases, SlxB from Streptomyces
lividans and AnxB from Aspergillus niger, their thermostabilities were also dramatically enhanced.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Endo-1,4-b-xylanases (EC 3.2.1.8) hydrolyze the b-1,4-glycosidic bonds of b-1,4-xylan, the major plant cell wall polysaccharide
component of hemicellulose [1]. On the basis of primary sequence
homology and hydrophobic cluster analysis, the xylanases have
been grouped into two families (family F/10 and family G/11) [2].
The overall structure of the G/11 xylanase catalytic domain folds
into two b-sheets and one short a-helix and resembles a partly
closed right hand [3]. The importance of the N-termini, which
are situated at the edge of the b-sheets, in maintaining the thermostability of G/11 xylanases, was highlighted by a large number of
research endeavors to improve the thermostability of G/11 xylanases [4–10].
TfxA from the ﬁlamentous soil thermophile Thermomonospora
fusca is known to be one of the most thermostable G/11 xylanases
[11,12]. It has been assumed that N-terminus replacement with
the corresponding segment from thermophilic xylanase TfxA could
be an efﬁcient technique to improve the thermostability of mesophilic xylanase [12]. However, little detailed work on the N-terminus has been carried out. Therefore, an obvious but important
question remains poorly explained: why could the substitution of
the N-terminus of TfxA improve the thermostability of the mesophilic xylanase homolog?
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Streptomyces olivaceovirdis XynB SoxB [13] is one of the mesophilic G/11 xylanases that shares the greatest amino acid sequence
identity (74%) with that of the catalytic domain of the thermophilic
TfxA. However, the sequence identity of the 33 N-terminal residues
(numbered by the SoxB sequence) between SoxB and TfxA is as low
as 48%. This, to some extent, has underscored the importance of the
N-termini of G/11 xylanases for their thermostabilities. A chimeric
xylanase, STxAB, was generated by substituting the N-terminus of
TfxA for the corresponding region of the S. olivaceovirdis xylanase
SoxB. This chimera and the wild type SoxB, which share the same
sequence except the N-terminus, provided a pair of desirable
xylanases for comprehensive investigation of the potential thermostabilizing effect of the N-terminus of TfxA.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Construction and overproduction of wild types, chimera and
mutant xylanases
The xylanase genes SoxB, TfxA, SlxB and AnxB were cloned from
S. olivaceovirdis ATCC 23630 strain, T. fusca ATCC 27730 strain,
Streptomyces lividans ATCC 19844 strain and Aspergillus niger UV11, respectively, by the PCR method. All the genes of the chimera
and mutant xylanases were constructed by overlap extension PCR
[14]. All mutations were conﬁrmed by sequencing of the entire
xylanase genes. All of the xylanase genes were digested with NdeI
and EcoRI and ligated into pET-28a (+), then expressed in
Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells. For the wild types and all the
chimera and mutant xylanases, a single-step cation exchange
puriﬁcation protocol yielded pure protein as evaluated by
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Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE [15]. Protein concentration was
determined by the BCA method using bovine serum albumin (BSA)
as the protein standard.
2.2. Enzyme activity assay
Endo-1, 4-b-xylanase (EC 3.2.1.8) activity was measured by the
dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) method [16]. Brieﬂy, 40 ll of diluted
enzyme were mixed with 360 ll of a 10 mg/ml suspension of birchwood xylan (Sigma–Aldrich) and incubated for 10 min at 50 °C. Then
600 ll of DNS reagent were mixed and incubated for 15 min at 99 °C.
One international unit (IU) is deﬁned as the amount of enzyme that
releases 1 lmol of reducing sugar per minute.
2.3. Thermal inactivation and optimum catalytic temperature
Half-lives of thermal inactivation of the wild type and mutant
xylanases were determined by heat challenge in the absence of
substrate in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 6.0). At various time
intervals, 40 ll aliquots were removed and the residual activity
was measured as described above. The half-life curves were ﬁtted
to equation y = A * e kt by the Excel Microsoft Program [5]. The
optimum catalytic temperature was measured in 50 mM sodium
acetate buffer (pH 6.0) at various temperatures in the presence of
substrate.
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2.4. Determination of melting temperature by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC)
DSC experiments were performed using a Nano DSC (TA Instruments) with sample concentrations of 1 mg/ml at a scan rate of
1 °C/min. A constant pressure of 3 atm was maintained during all
DSC experiments to prevent possible degassing of the solution
upon heating. Reversibility of the thermally induced transitions
was determined by reheating the sample in the calorimeter cell
immediately after cooling the ﬁrst run. The DSCRun software package was used for data acquisition. CpConvert was used for the conversion from microwatts into molar heat capacity. Due to the
irreversibility of the denaturation in the wild type and mutant
xylanases, only apparent melting temperatures (Tm) could be calculated and compared [17,18]. Baseline subtracted DSC data were
normalized for protein concentration and used to determine the
Tm value.
2.5. Homology modeling, optimization and structure analysis
Two of the homologous crystal structures (PDB codes: 1HIX and
1M4W) with the highest sequence identity and lowest number of
insertions and deletions were chosen as the templates. The software package modeler [19,20] was used for modeling SoxB from
the two templates, which involved the calculation of distance

Fig. 1. The thermostabilities of wild type SoxB and mutant xylanases. Thermal inactivation proﬁles were determined at 70 °C (A) or 80 °C (B) for the puriﬁed wild type SoxB,
four regional mutants (SoxB-M1, SoxB-M2, SoxB-M3 and SoxB-M4) and the chimeric xylanase STxAB. (C) The apparent Tm values were determined by DSC for the regional
mutants and wild type xylanase. The microwatts from the DSC were converted into the corresponding molar heat capacity (Cp). The Cp values were then normalized and used
to produce the waterfall plot for SoxB and regional mutants. The apparent Tm values of regional mutants and wild type xylanase were arranged in descending order. (D)
Temperature dependence of the activity of wild type and mutant xylanases. Relative activity (%) is characterized by P/Pmax, where P is the amount of product at the desired
temperature and Pmax is the amount of product generated by SoxB when incubated at the optimum temperature for 10 min at pH 6.0 with 10 mg/ml birchwood xylan as the
substrate.
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and dihedral angle restraints from the structure-based alignment,
the determination of the objective function by the combination
of spatial restraints and CHARMM energy and optimization of the
objective function in Cartesian space. Further reﬁnement was performed using the program Refmac5 [21] to idealize the geometry
for bond angle and bond length. The structure visualization was
performed with the Coot [22] and Pymol [23] software.
3. Results
3.1. Improvement of the thermostability of the chimeric xylanase
STxAB
The chimeric xylanase STxAB was produced by replacing all 33
residues of the N-terminus of SoxB with the corresponding 31 residues of the N-terminus of TfxA. The half-life at 70 or 80 °C and
apparent Tm value of STxAB were analyzed and compared with that
of the SoxB (Fig. 1 and Table 1). A signiﬁcant increase in the thermostability of STxAB was observed and highlighted the importance
of the N-terminus of TfxA in conferring the remarkably high thermostability on SoxB. In addition to improving thermostability, the
chimeric xylanase STxAB also displayed an increased thermophilicity. STxAB had an optimum temperature of 80 °C, which was 15 °C
higher than that of SoxB (65 °C) (Fig. 1D and Table 2). In summary,
the thermostability and thermophilicity of SoxB were signiﬁcantly
enhanced by substituting 33 N-terminal amino acid residues of
SoxB with the corresponding 31 residues of TfxA. The mechanism
for the signiﬁcant difference in thermostability between SoxB
and STxAB was completely contained in the 33 residues of the Ntermini (Fig. 2A).

Fig. 2. Sequence alignment of the N-termini of SoxB and TfxA and the locations of
Region 1–Region 4 in the overall structure of SoxB. (A) The N-termini of both
xylanases were divided into four regions (R1, R2, R3 and R4), which were noted
with frames in the amino acid sequence. (B) These four regions were shown in the
overall structure of SoxB. R1 (in yellow) is the loop region before b-strand B1; R2 (in
red) forms the region between b-strands B1 and B2; R3 (in blue) is the loop region
between b-strands B2 and A2; R4 (in magenta) is situated in the C-terminal region
of b-strand A2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. Molecular dissection of the N-terminus and identiﬁcation of the
thermostabilizing region
As shown in Fig. 2, the divergent residue positions in the N-termini of SoxB and TfxA were grouped into four regions (R1, R2, R3
and R4) according to sequence alignment and structure analysis.
Region 1 (R1) is the loop region before b-strand B1, Region 2 (R2)
forms the region between b-strands B1 and B2, Region 3 (R3) is

the loop region between b-strand B2 and b-strand A2 and Region
4 (R4) is situated in the C-terminal region of b-strand A2
(Fig. 2B). Accordingly, four regional mutants (SoxB-M1, SoxB-M2,
SoxB-M3 and SoxB-M4) of SoxB were produced by substituting

Table 1
Comparison of the thermostabilities of wild type SoxB and regional mutants.
Regions
N-terminus
R1
R2
R3
R4
a

Xylanases
SoxB
STxAB
SoxB-M1
SoxB-M2
SoxB-M3
SoxB-M4

Mutations
–
N-terminus replacement
A1-, T2-, V3A, I4V, T6S,Q8E
T11Y, N12H, N13D, F15Y, 16F
G23A, G24P, S26T
T30E, N32G, S33P

t1/2 at 70 °C (min)

t1/2 at 80 °C (min)

Tm (°C)

3.6
493

a

a

a

69.1
83.9
57.6
84.5
68.4
75.8

509
3.8
33

21
23
a

1.3

DT m
–
14.8
11.5
15.4
0.7
6.7

The xylanase lost all of its enzyme activity within only 1 min so that the t1/2 could not be determined.

Table 2
Comparison of the thermostabilities and thermophilicities of wild types (SoxB, SlxB and AnxB) and the corresponding mutants (SoxB-M2, SlxB-M2 and AnxB-M2).

a
b
c

Xylanases

t1/2 (min)

Tm (°C)

Optimum temperature (°C)

Vmax at the optimum temperature (IU/mg)

SoxB
STxAB
SoxB-M2
SlxB
SlxB-M2
AnxB
AnxB-M2

3.6a (70 °C)
493a (70 °C)
509a (70 °C)
2.1b (65 °C)
74 b (65 °C)
12c (55 °C)
76c (55 °C)

69.1
83.9
84.5
61.5
75.7
54.1
63.2

65
80
80
55
65
50
55

801 ± 22
949 ± 35
1140 ± 21
427 ± 18
462 ± 29
1342 ± 61
1590 ± 68

The half-lives of SoxB, STxAB and SoxB-M2 were determined at 70 °C.
The half-lives of SlxB and SlxB-M2 were determined at 65 °C.
The half-lives of AnxB and AnxB-M2 were obtained at 55 °C.
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the amino acid residues of SoxB in the four individual regions with
the corresponding regions of residues in TfxA. Their half-lives and
apparent Tm values were then analyzed in comparison with those
of SoxB and STxAB (Fig. 1 and Table 1). SoxB-M1 decreased its thermostability signiﬁcantly when compared with the wild type xylanase SoxB (Table 1). SoxB-M3 had a similar half-life to SoxB (Fig. 1A
and Table 1) and its Tm value was slightly lower than that of SoxB
(Fig. 1C and Table 1). Interestingly, the half-lives at 70 °C of SoxBM4 and SoxB-M2 were increased to 33 and 509 min, respectively. It
is especially worth noting that SoxB-M2, a derivative of SoxB that
contains only ﬁve substituted residues in Region 2, displayed a signiﬁcantly higher thermostability than SoxB and even slightly higher than STxAB (Fig. 1 and Table 1). At 70 °C, SoxB-M2 was up to
140-fold more stable than SoxB (Table 1). Furthermore, the halflives of SoxB-M2 at 70 and 80 °C were 16 and 2 min higher than
those of STxAB, respectively (Table 1). The apparent Tm value of
SoxB-M2 (84.5 °C) was 15.4 and 0.6 °C higher than that of SoxB
and STxAB, respectively (Fig. 1C and Table 1). Meanwhile, SoxBM2 displayed an optimum temperature of 80 °C, which is as high
as the chimeric xylanase STxAB and 15 °C higher than the wild type
SoxB (Fig. 1D). The speciﬁc activity of the mutant SoxB-M2 at optimum temperature was 1.4- and 1.2-fold higher than that of wild
type SoxB and the chimeric xylanase STxAB, respectively, suggesting that the mutations in SoxB-M2 did not compromise, but improved the enzyme activity (Table 2).
Thus, it seemed that the increased thermostability of STxAB is
not the sum of small increments. Rather, ﬁve amino acid substitutions (T11Y, N12H, N13D, F15Y and Y16F), which clustered in the
Region 2 of the N-terminus, were discovered to account for the
chief difference in thermostability between the chimeric xylanase
STxAB and SoxB.
3.3. Five mutations in combination confer thermostability on SoxB
Focusing on the ﬁve divergent amino acid residue positions in
Region 2, the systematic mutagenesis was employed to identify
the speciﬁc amino acid residue(s) involved in contributing to the
thermostability of SoxB-M2. Five mutants of SoxB (SoxB-T11Y,
SoxB-N12H, SoxB-N13D, SoxB-F15Y and SoxB-Y16F), each containing a single amino acid substitution at every divergent position in
Region 2, were generated and analyzed for their thermostabilities.
Both the thermal inactivation and DSC experiment demonstrated
that the individual mutations T11Y, N12H or Y16F, had a positive
but limited effect on the thermostability of SoxB, while F15Y had
a negligible effect and N13D had a negative effect on the thermostability of SoxB (Table 3).
On the other hand, to test whether the ﬁve mutations in R2
were essential for SoxB-M2 thermostability, ﬁve mutants derived

from SoxB-M2 (M2-Y11T, M2-H12N, M2-D13N, M2-Y15F and
M2-F16Y), each containing a single reverse mutation, were generated and their thermostabilities were subsequently analyzed. The
half-lives at 70 °C of all ﬁve mutants of SoxB-M2 were decreased
when compared with that of SoxB-M2 (Table 3). Meanwhile, the
apparent Tm values of all the ﬁve mutants were decreased to some
extent, which coincided well with the results of the thermal inactivation assay (Table 3). These results indicated that the ﬁve mutations (T11Y, N12H, N13D, F15Y and Y16F) were essential for the
thermostability of SoxB-M2.
In summary, the effect on thermostability of individual mutation of the ﬁve residues in Region 2 was found to be rather limited
and even adverse. And the ﬁve mutations in combination were
conﬁrmed as being essential for signiﬁcant improvement in the
thermostability. Therefore, the comprehensive synergism of these
ﬁve mutations might be involved in conferring the thermostability
on SoxB.
3.4. Thermostabilization of other xylanases by the introduction of these
ﬁve mutations
To test whether other xylanases could also be stabilized by the
introduction of these ﬁve mutations (T11Y, N12H, N13D, F15Y and
Y16F, numbered by SoxB sequence) like in the case of SoxB-M2,
two additional xylanases, SlxB and AnxB, were chosen as candidates for further investigation. The xylanase SlxB was from S. lividans, whose catalytic domain has 84% amino acid identity with
that of SoxB. The AnxB from the fungus A. niger displayed a lower
amino acid sequence identity (62%) with SoxB and exhibited a distinct enzyme activity and optimum temperature from SoxB and
SlxB (Table 2). In the corresponding Region 2 positions, both
xylanases share a similar amino acid sequence with SoxB. After
introducing the ﬁve mutations (T11Y, N12H, N13D, F15Y and
Y16F, numbered by SoxB sequence) into the sequences of SlxB
and AnxB, both the mutants, SlxB-M2 and AnxB-M2, dramatically
improved their thermostabilities when compared with their corresponding wild types (Fig. 3 and Table 2). Furthermore, the optimum temperature of the SlxB-M2 and AnxB-M2 were 10 and
5 °C higher than their corresponding wild type SlxB and AnxB,
respectively. And the speciﬁc activity of the mutant SlxB-M2 and
AnxB-M2 at the optimum temperature were 1.1- and 1.2-fold
higher than that of corresponding wild type xylanase, respectively
(Table 2).
The improvement in the thermostabilities of SlxB and AnxB by
the introduction of the ﬁve mutations further conﬁrmed the thermostabilizing effect of the ﬁve mutations discovered in the N-terminus comparison and analysis of the xylanase homologs, SoxB
and TfxA.

Table 3
Systematic comparison of the effect of the individual substitution in R2 on thermostability.

Mutants from SoxB

Mutants from SoxB-M2

a
b

Mutants

Mutation

t1/2 at 70 °C (min)

Tm (°C)

SoxB
SoxB-T11Y
SoxB-N12H
SoxB-N13D
SoxB-F15Y
SoxB-Y16F
SoxB-M2
M2-Y11T
M2-H12N
M2-D13N
M2-Y15F
M2-F16Y

–
T11Y
N12H
N13D
F15Y
Y16F
–
Y11T
H12N
D13N
Y15F
F16Y

3.6
15
16
2.7
3.6
5.4
509
205
24
177
424
289

69.1
73.9
75.5
67.2
69.0
71.1
84.5
80.7
75.3
80.4
84.3
82.6

The DTm values given show the Tm differences between the mutants of SoxB and wild type SoxB.
The DTm values given show the Tm differences between the mutants derived from SoxB-M2 and SoxB-M2.

DTm
–
4.8a
6.4a
1.9a
0.1a
2.0a
–
3.8b
9.2b
4.1b
0.2b
1.9b
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the thermostabilities of the wild type xylanases (SlxB and AnxB) and the corresponding mutant xylanases (SlxB-M2 and AnxB-M2). (A) Thermal
inactivation proﬁles were determined at 65 °C for the puriﬁed SlxB and SlxB-M2. (B) Comparison of the apparent Tm values of the SlxB and SlxB-M2. (C) Thermal inactivation
proﬁles were measured at 55 °C for the puriﬁed AnxB and AnxB-M2. (D) Comparison of the apparent Tm values of the AnxB and AnxB-M2. The apparent Tm values were
determined by DSC. The Cp values were normalized and used to produce the waterfall plot.

4. Discussion
It had been assumed that the N-termini of the mesophilic xylanases are particularly susceptible to thermal unfolding [4]. By starting to unwind the structure from the N-terminus, one would
initiate the disassembly of the whole structure and lead to cooperative unfolding of the whole protein. Here, the ﬁve mutations in
Region 2 might provide additional factors for strengthening the
structural stability of the N-terminus and hence prevent the thermal unfolding of the overall structure.
Two xylanases with crystal structure (PDB codes: 1HIX and
1M4W) information available shared sequence homology as high
as 85% and 74% with SoxB-M2. Only the monomer form was observed for both xylanases. Also, no polymer formation was detected
for SoxB-M2 and STxAB in gel ﬁltration chromatography analyses
(data not shown). Thus, the improvement in the thermostability of
SoxB-M2 seemed to be the consequence of the formation of additional interactions that stabilized the local conformation.
A comparative structural analysis of SoxB-M2 and SoxB showed
that the T11Y mutation in SoxB-M2 allowed for the Y11–F16 aromatic interaction, which might stabilize the local conﬁguration
between the b-strands B1 and B2 (Fig. 4) and improve the thermostability of SoxB. The SoxB-T11Y mutant, which contains a single
amino acid substitution, was only 4-fold more stable at 70 °C than
wild type SoxB (Table 3), which is in agreement with the research
result on thermostability effect of the T11Y substitution in Streptomyces sp. S38 [5]. However, SoxB-M2 is 140-fold more stable than
SoxB (Table 3), suggesting that the T11Y mutation accounts for
only small part of the difference between the thermostabilities of
SoxB-M2 and SoxB. The imidazole ring of H12 in SoxB-N12H will

make more van der Waals contacts with N13 and N32. It remains
possible that N12H might produce stronger hydrogen-bond with
N32 and hydrophobic interaction with L31 and Y17 (Fig. 4A). Thus,
it is assumed that H12 would be more favorable than N12 for
maintaining the structural stability and it is therefore another
cause for the improvement in thermostability of SoxB-M2. Furthermore, the amino acid residue at the position 16 in the SoxB sequence was found in hydrophobic surrounding. It is possible that
the F16 residue would be more favorable than Y16 in the hydrophobic surrounding, which might cause the slight increase in thermostability of SoxB-Y16F.
To our surprise, the single mutation N13D did not improve, but
instead slightly decreased the thermostability of SoxB-N13D (Table
3). No major perturbance was found in the structure of SoxB-N13D
mutant proteins relative to structure of the wild type SoxB. It is
possible that the decrease in stability might be accounted for by
cumulative effects of the following factors: by changes in mainchain dihedral angles and in side-chain rotomers and by the unfavorable electrostatic interactions between the D13 side chain and
the carbonyls of the main chain [24]. However, by introducing
the N12H and N13D mutations simultaneously, the desirable conformation formed might stabilize the regional structure due to the
electrostatic interactions between H12 and D13 and the interactions around H12 and D13 residues (Fig. 4A). These results indicated the importance of cooperative interactions between H12
and D13 in maintaining the thermostability of SoxB-M2. When
combined with N32 and L31 in b-strand A2, H12 and D13 in
b-strand B1 or in the immediate vicinity of the connecting loop
might stabilize the local conﬁguration between the b-strands B1
and A2 and confer the thermostability on SoxB (Fig. 4A).
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Fig. 4. Homology modeling and structure comparison of SoxB-M2 (A) and wild type SoxB (B). SoxB-M2 allowed for the more extensive hydrophobic interactions between Y11
and F16 compared with T11–Y16 in SoxB. The hydrophobic interactions between Y11 and F16 might stabilize the local conﬁguration between the b-strands B1 and B2. The
electrostatic interactions between H12 and D13 and the interactions between N32, L31, Y17 and H12 might stabilize the local conﬁguration between the b-strands B1 and A2.
Therefore, the mutations (displayed in yellow) seem to help anchor the b-strands B1, B2 and A2 in the N-terminal b-sheets and make the structure of N-terminus more
thermally stable. The N-termini of both xylanases are displayed in magenta. The ﬁgure was produced using PyMOL. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In conclusion, the thermal inactivation and DSC experiments
were in agreement with each other and demonstrated that not
all of the residues in the N-terminus of TfxA were involved in conferring thermostability on SoxB. Rather, the ﬁve mutations in R2
(T11Y, N12H, N13D, F15Y and Y16F) were responsible for the
majority of the improvement in thermostability. The ﬁve mutations seemed to confer the thermostability on SoxB through both
additive (the thermostabilizing effect of the individual mutations
T11Y, N12H and Y16F) and cooperative (the H12–D13 electrostatic
interaction and Y11–F16 hydrophobic interaction) effects. Y11,
H12 and D13 in b-strand B1 or in the immediate vicinity of the
connecting loop, F16 and Y17 in b-strand B2 and L31 and N32 in
b-strand A2, which seem to help anchor the b-strands B1, B2 and
A2 in the N-terminal b-sheets through the synergism, make the
structure of the N-terminus more thermally stable (Fig. 4).
Moreover, the present work provided a new approach to obtain
thermostable xylanases by the substitution of fewer critical residues rather than N-terminal replacement during which many more
amino acid mutations are ambiguously involved in the protein
engineering. The results are also encouraging when considering future attempts to introduce the ﬁve thermostabilizing residues into
more potential G/11 xylanases with different features.
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